
COMPUTATION OF MILNOR NUMBERS AND CRITICALVALUES AT INFINITYARNAUD BODINAbstrat. We desribe how to ompute topologial objets assoiated to a om-plex polynomial map of n > 2 variables with isolated singularities. These objetsare: the aÆne ritial values, the aÆne Milnor numbers for all irregular �bers,the ritial values at in�nity, and the Milnor numbers at in�nity for all irregular�bers. Then for a family of polynomials we detet parameters where the topologyof the polynomials an hange. Implementation and examples are given with theomputer algebra system Singular.
1. Introdution1.1. Review on the loal ase. Let g : C n ; 0 �! C ; 0 be a germ of polyno-mial map with isolated singularities. One of the most important topologial objetattahed to g is its loal Milnor number [Mi℄:�0 = dimC C fx1 ; : : : ; xng=Ja(g)where Ja(g) = ( �g�x1 ; : : : ; �g�xn ) is the Jaobian ideal of g. It is possible to ompute�0 with the help of a Gr�obner base. For example suh a omputation motivates theomputer algebra system Singular, [GPS℄.Now we onsider a family (gs)s2[0;1℄, with gs : C n ; 0 �! C ; 0 germs of isolatedsingularities, suh that gs is a smooth funtion of s. To eah s 2 [0; 1℄ we assoiatethe loal Milnor number �0(gs). The main topologial result for families is Lê-Ramanujam-Timourian �-onstant theorem.Theorem 1 ([LR, Ti℄). If n 6= 3 and �0(gs) is onstant (s 2 [0; 1℄) then the family(gs)s2[0;1℄ is a topologially trivial family.1.2. Motivation and aims for the global ase. Now we onsider a polynomialfuntion f : C n �! C . The study of the topology of f is not just the glueing of loalstudies beause of the behaviour of f at in�nity, see [Br℄. To the polynomial f weattah \Milnor numbers" �, � and �nite sets of ritial values Ba� , B1, B = Ba� [B1(see the de�nitions below). The �rst aim of this work is to ompute these objetsand to give the topology of the �bers f�1() for all  2 C .There is a global version of the loal �-onstant theorem (see Theorem 2) where theMilnor number �0 is replaed by aMilnor multi-integer m = (�;#Ba� ; �;#B1;#B).Date: June 25, 2003. 1



2 ARNAUD BODIN
In order to verify if m(fs) remains onstant in a family (fs)s2[0;1℄ it is not possibleto ompute m(fs) for in�nitely many values. The seond aim of the work is to give(and ompute) a �nite set S 0 suh that m(fs) is onstant for s 2 [0; 1℄ n S 0.The rest of this setion is devoted to the de�nitions and the results.1.3. Critial values. Let f : C n �! C be a polynomial map, n > 2. By a resultof Thom [Th℄ there is a minimal set of ritial values B of point of C suh thatf : f�1(C n B) �! C n B is a �bration.1.4. AÆne singularities. We suppose that aÆne singularities are isolated i.e.that the set fx 2 C n j gradf x = 0g is a �nite set. Let � be the sum of the loalMilnor numbers at the points of f�1(). LetBa� = � j � > 0	 and � =X2C �be the aÆne ritial values and the aÆne Milnor number.1.5. Singularities at in�nity. See [Br℄. Let d be the degree of f : C n �! C , letf = fd + fd�1 + � � � + f0 where f j is homogeneous of degree j. Let �f(x; z) (withx = (x1; : : : ; xn)) be the homogenisation of f with the new variable z: �f(x; z) =fd(x) + fd�1(x)z + : : :+ f0(x)zd. LetX = �((x : z); t) 2 Pn � C j �f(x; z)� zd = 0	 :Let H1 be the hyperplane at in�nity of Pn de�ned by (z = 0). The singular lousof X has the form �� C where� = �(x : 0) j �fd�x1 = � � � = �fd�xn = fd�1 = 0� � H1:We suppose that f has isolated singularities at in�nity that is to say that � is �nite.This is always true for n = 2. We say that f has strong isolated singularities atin�nity if �0 = �(x : 0) j �fd�x1 = � � � = �fd�xn = 0�is �nite.For a point (x : 0) 2 H1, assume, for example, that x = (x1; : : : ; xn�1; 1) and set�x = (x1; : : : ; xn�1) and F(�x; z) = �f(x1; : : : ; xn�1; 1)� zd:Let ��x(F) be the loal Milnor number of F at the point (�x; 0). If (x : 0) 2 � then��x(F) > 0. For a generi s, ��x(Fs) = ��x, and for �nitely many , ��x(F) > ��x. Weset �;�x = ��x(F)� ��x, � =P(x:0)2� �;�x. LetB1 = � 2 C j � > 0	 and � =X2C �
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be the ritial values at in�nity and the Milnor number at in�nity.We an now desribe the set of ritial values B as follows (see [HL℄ and [Pa℄):B = Ba� [ B1:Moreover by [HL℄ and [ST℄ for all  2 C , f�1() has the homotopy type of a wedgeof �+ �� � � � spheres of real dimension n� 1.
1.6. Families of polynomials. To a polynomial we assoiate its Milnor multi-integer m = (�;#Ba� ; �;#B1;#B). Two polynomials maps f; g : C n �! C aretopologially equivalent if there exist homeomorphisms � : C n �! C n and 	 : C �!C suh that f Æ� = 	 Æ g. The Milnor multi-integer is a topologial invariant, thatis to say if f and g are topologially equivalent then m(f) = m(g). We reall a resultof [Bo, BT℄ that is kind of onverse of this property.Let (fs)s2[0;1℄ be a family of polynomials, suh that fs has strong isolated singularitiesat in�nity and isolated aÆne singularities for all s 2 [0; 1℄. For eah s 2 [0; 1℄ we on-sider the Milnor multi-integer of fs, m(fs) = (�(s);#Ba� (s); �(s);#B1(s);#B(s)).We suppose that the oeÆients of the family are polynomials in s and that thedegree deg fs is onstant.Theorem 2 ([Bo, BT℄). Let n 6= 3. If m(fs) is onstant (s 2 [0; 1℄), then f0 istopologially equivalent to f1.How to verify the hypotheses from a omputable point of view ? It is not possibleto ompute m(fs) for in�nitely many s 2 [0; 1℄. But in fat m(fs) is onstant exeptfor �nitely many s, we denote by S the set of these ritial parameters.In paragraph 4 we give a omputation of a �nite set S 0 suh thatS � S 0:Now to hek if a value s 2 S 0 is in S we ompute m(fs) and we ompare it withm(fs0) where s0 is any value of [0; 1℄ n S 0; now s 2 S if and only if m(fs) 6= m(fs0).1.7. Implementation. The results of this paper have been implemented in twolibraries riti and defpol. The �rst one enables to alulate all the objetsde�ned above: Ba� , �, � for  2 Ba� ; B1, �, � for  2 B1. These programsare written for Singular, [GPS℄. It is based on polar urves and on the artile ofD. Siersma and M. Tib�ar, [ST℄. For polynomials in two variables (n = 2) a programin Maple has been written by G. Bailly-Mâ�tre, [BM℄, based on a disriminantformula of H�a H.V., [Ha℄. For families of polynomials the seond library omputesa �nite set S 0 that ontains the ritial parameters.This researh has partially been supported by a Marie Curie Individual Fellowshipof the European Community (HPMF-CT-2001-01246).
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2. Milnor numbers and ritial values in affine spae2.1. Milnor number. The omputation of the aÆne Milnor number � is easy andwell-known (see [GPS℄ for example). Let f 2 C [x1; : : : ; xn℄. Let J be the Jaobianideal of the partial derivative (�f=�xi)i. Then � is the vetor spae dimension (overC ) of a Gr�obner basis of the quotient C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄=J .2.2. Critial values. We add a new variable t. We onsider the varietyC = �(x; t) 2 C n � C j f(x)� t = 0 and gradf x = 0	 :The ritial values are the projetion of C on the t-oordinate: Ba� = prt(C).2.3. Milnor number of a �ber. Set  2 C . We would like to ompute � the sumof the Milnor numbers of the points of f�1(). Let J be the Jaobian ideal of f andset x a ritial point. We denote by Jx the loalization of J at x. Let Ix = (t�; Jx),the dimension of Ix is equal to the Milnor number of f at x. For k > 1 we onsiderKkx = ((f � t)k; Ix). Then f(x) =  if and only if Kx has non-zero dimension (as avetor spae). Moreover if f(x) =  then, by the Nullstellensatz, (f � t)k is in Ix fora suÆiently large k. For suh a k, the dimension of Kx is the Milnor number at xif f(x) = , and it is 0 otherwise. Suh a k is less or equal to the Milnor number atx, but k an often be hosen muh less. The minimal k is the �rst integer suh thatthe vetor spae dimension of Kkx is equal to the one of Kk+1x .
3. Milnor numbers and ritial values at infinityWe give the omputation of the objets at in�nity and its implementation in Sin-gular. We will suppose that f has isolated singularities at in�nity, in fat om-putations are valid for a larger lass of polynomials but it annot be omputed iff belongs to this lass. The algorithm is based on the artile of D. Siersma andM. Tib�ar, [ST℄, that gives ritial values at in�nity and Milnor numbers at in�nitywith the help of polar urves.3.1. Working spae. We will work in Pn � C , with the homogeneous oordinatesof Pn : (x1 : : : : : xn : z) ; we still need t whih is a parameter or a variable dependingon the ontext.We reall that X = �((x : z); t) 2 Pn � C j �f(x; z)� tzd = 0	 :The part at in�nity of X is X1 = X \ (H1 � C ):X1 = �((x : 0); t) 2 Pn � C j fd(x) = 0	 ;Where f = fd + fd�1 + � � � is the deomposition in homogeneous polynomials.In Singular, we write:
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ring r = 0, (x(1..n),z,t), dp;poly f = ...;poly fH = homog(f,z)-t*z^deg(f);ideal X = fH;ideal Xinf = z, fH;3.2. Polar urve. Let k be in f1; : : : ; ng. The polar urve P is the ritial lousof the map � : C n �! C 2 de�ned for x = (x1; : : : ; xn) by �(x) = (f(x); xk):P = �x 2 C n j �f�xi (x) = 0;8i 6= k� :We have that P is a urve or is void. We all PH the projetive losure of P. Thisurve intersets the hyperplane at in�nity H1 in �nitely many points.ideal P = diff(f,x(1)),..., diff(f,x(k-1)), diff(f,x(k+1)),...;ideal PH = homog(P,z);The former objets an be viewed in X, we will also denote by PH , the set (PH �C ) \X. In the hart xk = 1, we denote the urve PH by �C. The \real" polar urveC in this hart is the losure of �C nX1:ideal Cbar = x(k)-1, PH, X;ideal C = sat(Cbar,Xinf)[1℄;3.3. Critial values at in�nity. We need the following result of [ST℄. A value is a ritial values at in�nity if and only there is oordinate xk and a point (x : 0; t)in X1 (with xk 6= 0) suh that (x : 0; t) 2 C. That is to say B1 is the projetion ofC1 = X1 \ C on the spae of parameters t 2 C .Then the ritial values are omputed with:ideal Cinf = z, C;poly Binf = eliminate(Cinf,x(1)x(2)..x(n)z)[1℄;The set of ritial values at in�nity are the roots of the polynomial Binf, whihbelongs to C [t℄.3.4. Milnor numbers at in�nity. Atually the results in [ST℄ are more preise.For a �xed t, let Xt = f(x : z; t) 2 Xg, this is a projetive model for the �ber f�1(t).Theorem 3 ([ST℄). The Milnor number at in�nity at a point (x : 0; t) 2 C1 isgiven by the intersetion number (in X) of C with Xt at (x : 0; t).So, for  2 B1, the Milnor number at in�nity � (for the hart xk 6= 0), is equal tothe sum of all intersetion numbers of X and C in X1.We ompute an ideal I whih orrespond to X \ C, then we only deals with pointsat in�nity by interseting it this set with zq = 0, for a suÆiently large q.
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number  = ...;ideal X = t-, X;ideal I = X, C;ideal K = z^q, I; // q >> 1lambda = vdim(std(K));One we have omputed � for all  2 B1, we have � =P2B1 �.4. Families of polynomialsLet (fs)s2[0;1℄ be a family of omplex polynomials in n variables. We suppose that theoeÆients are polynomial funtions of s and that for all s 2 [0; 1℄, fs has aÆne iso-lated singularities and strong isolated singularities at in�nity. The implementationis similar to the one of paragraph 3 and will be omitted.4.1. Change in aÆne spae. It is not possible to ompute in�nitely many �(s),so we have to detet a hange of �(s). The Milnor numbers �(s) hanges if and onlyif some ritial points esape at in�nity. Then we an detet ritial parametersfor � as follows: Let J = n(x1; : : : ; xn; s) 2 C n � C j �fs�x1 = : : : ; �fs�xn = 0o be the setof ritial points (that orresponds to the Jaobian ideal in C [x1; : : : ; xn; s℄). Let�J be the homogeneization of J with the new variable z, while s is onsidered as aparameter. The part at in�nity of J orresponds to the ideal J1 = �J \ (z = 0),and the aÆne part of J is Ja� = �J n J1. Now the ritial parameters for � isprs(Ja� ) � C , where prs is the projetion to the s-oordinate.It is possible to ompute Ba� (s) for all s 2 [0; 1℄ by a diret extension of the work ofparagraph 2. Then we an ompute the parameters where the ardinal of this sethanges.4.2. Change at in�nity. Again it is not possible to ompute in�nitely many �(s).We extend the de�nition of paragraph 3 by adding a parameter s. We set d = deg fsand X = �((x : z); t; s) 2 Pn � C � C j �fs(x; z)� tzd = 0	 :The part at in�nity of X is X1 = X \ (H1 � C � C ):X1 = �((x : 0); t; s) 2 Pn � C j fds (x) = 0	 :The polar \urve" isP = �(x; s) 2 C n � C j �fs�xi (x) = 0;8i 6= k� :In the hart xk = 1 we denote the homogeneization of P (with s a parameter) by�C, and the \real" polar urve C in this hart is the losure of �C nX1. The part atin�nity of C is C1 = C \X1.
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Let B1(s) = prtf(x : 0; t; s) 2 C1g. For a generi s0, B1(s0) = B1(s0). Then theritial parameters for B1(s) is inluded in the set of parameters where #B1(s)fails to be equal to #B1(s0) (in fat B1(s) may be in�nite).We set X� = f(x : z; ; s) 2 X j (x : 0; ; s) 2 C1g, for non-ritial parameters itorresponds to union of the irregular �bers at in�nity. Now a hange of � orrespondsa hange in the value of the intersetion multipliity of the polar urve C with X�.The ritial parameters for � are given as the projetion to the s-oordinate of(C \X�) n C1 \ (z = 0):At last we ompute parameters where the ardinal of B(s) = Ba� (s)[B1(s) hanges.5. Examples5.1. Brian�on polynomial. The following example shows how to use the programone you have started Singular. We have to load the library riti.lib, thenwe set the ring, with n + 1 variables, the last variable will able to have the ritialvalues (as the zeroes of a polynomial) in return. The following ode gives ritialvalues at in�nity of Brian�on polynomial.LIB "riti.lib";ring r = 0, (x,y,t), dp;poly s = xy+1;poly p = x*s+1;poly f = 3*y*p^3+3*p^2*s-5*p*s-s;rit(f);The result is:> Affine ritial values are the roots of 1> Affine Milnor number : 0> Critial values at infinity are the roots of 3t2+16t> Milnor number at infinity : 4> Details of ritial values at infinity :> t 1> 3t+16 3This shows, that there is no aÆne ritial value (as the root of the polynomial 1)and that B1 = f0;�163 g (as the root of the polynomial t and 3t+16) are the ritialvalues at in�nity, with Milnor number at in�nity respetively equal to 1 and 3.5.2. More variables. Let f(a; b; ; d) = a + a4b + b23 + d5 be the example ofChoudary-Dima, [CD℄ and [ACD℄. This polynomial has isolated singularities atin�nity. The only singularity is a singularity at in�nity for the ritial value 0. Let'shek it.ring r = 0, (a,b,,d,t), dp;poly f = a+a^4*b+b^2*^3+d^5;
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rit(f);> Affine ritial values are the roots of 1> Affine Milnor number : 0> Critial values at infinity are the roots of t> Milnor number at infinity : 85.3. A family. We give example of deformation, we �rst need to load the librarydefpoly.lib, then we set a ring in n + 1 variables, where the last variable is theparameter of the deformation. For instane we onsider the deformation fs(x; y) =y(1� sx)(y � (s� 1)x).LIB "defpol.lib";ring r = 0, (x,y,s), dp;poly f = y*(1-sx)*(y-(s-1)*x);parCrit(f);> Critial parameters are inluded in the roots of s2-sThen the ritial parameters are s = 0 and s = 1.5.4. A trivial family. Another deformation is fs(x; y) = x(x3y + sx2 + s2x+ 1).LIB "defpol.lib";ring r = 0, (x,y,s), dp;poly f = x*(x^3*y+s*x^2+s^2*x+1);parCrit(f);> Critial parameters are inluded in the roots of 1Thenm(fs) and the degree are onstant; by Theorem 2 it implies that for all s; s0 2 C ,fs and fs0 are topologially equivalent.5.5. Combination. We onsider the family fs(x; y) = (x� s2 � 1)(x2y + 1).LIB "defpol.lib";ring r = 0, (x,y,s), dp;poly f = (x-s^2-1)*(x^2*y+1);parCrit(f);> Critial parameters are inluded in the roots of s2+1For a generi value we haveLIB "riti.lib";ring r = (0,s), (x,y,t), dp;poly f = (x-s^2-1)*(x^2*y+1);rit(f);> Affine ritial values are the roots of t> Affine Milnor number : 1> Critial values at infinity are the roots of t+(s2+1)> Milnor number at infinity : 1And for a ritial parameter (s = i or s = �i):
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ring r = (0,s), (x,y,t), dp;minpoly = s^2+1;poly f = (x-s^2-1)*(x^2*y+1);rit(f);> Affine ritial values are the roots of 1> Affine Milnor number : 0> Critial values at infinity are the roots of t> Milnor number at infinity : 1
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